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New partnership announced between 
Sourced Development Group and Ducatus



SOURCED DEVELOPMENT GROUP LAUNCHES PARTNERSHIP WITH
DUCATUS TO TAP A NEW BREED OF PROPERTY INVESTORS

19 November 2020, Singapore - One of the most
progressive and reputable property investment
companies in the UK, Sourced Development
Group has been known to deliver landmark
developments which provide capital growth
opportunities to clients.

Some of these developments include properties
in Liverpool and Manchester, which have proven
to attract property investors worldwide. It
currently has four large developments under
construction with an estimated value of £270m.

The company - which prides itself with a com-
bined 250+ years development and investment
experience - recently launched Kingsway
Square - luxury residential apartments offering
stunning views of Liverpool’s famous city
skyline.

The partnership with Ducatus through
Ducatus Property aims to expand and develop a
new market – a more forward-thinking
community of consumers, looking for
investment opportunities that will allow them
to purchase properties using digital currency.

With this strategic partnership, Sourced
Development Group and Ducatus Property
usher in a new era of buying and selling
properties.

This is an era that advances digital economy
and introduces new types of payments for a
new generation of property investors who
believe in a cashless future.

This movement of going cashless has been
gaining considerable momentum over the past
years. A movement that inspired Ducatus to
work on its mission that goes beyond just the

creation of digital money: it is to develop a
framework that promotes a digital economy,
that will provide people with the necessary
tools so they can mould their own financial
future and create generational wealth.

To kick off this partnership, Ducatus offers
buyers of Ducatus Coin a chance to win a
Kingsway Square luxury studio apartment.

To purchase, interested customers buy
online via https://www.ducatuscoins.com.
This is for a limited time only so everyone is
encouraged to avail the promo today.

To learn more about Sourced Development
Group and the Ducatus group of companies,
visit: https://sourceddevelopmentgroup.com
https://ducatus.com

Win a Kingsway Square 
luxury studio apartment.
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WHAT IS DUCATUS?

Ducatus is a Fintech conglomerate
that champions the cashless
economy. It manages a diverse
group of businesses (from F&B to
property, e-Commerce and more)
that all promote a cashless
financial exchange in everyday life. 

WHAT OTHER BUSINESSES
SUPPORT DUCATUS COIN?
To promote and encourage usability,
DUC is accepted as a method of
payment by a forward-thinking group
of global Ducatus Merchants. It is also
accepted in affiliate companies like
Ducatus Cafe, D-MOB Hostel, D-Bay
and D-Shop via Remus Nation e-
commerce portal, Ducatus Travel,
Ducatus property and more.   

HOW MANY DUCATUS
COINS ARE THERE?

Ducatus has generated a total
of 7,778,742.049 DUC, a
number similar to the number
of people on our planet. As of
the 2nd quarter 0f 2020, more
than  One Billion DUC have
been sold.

WHERE IN THE WORLD IS
DUCATUS?

Ducatus entertains offices and
cashless businesses in Singapore,
Dubai, Switzerland, Italy, Vietnam  
and Indonesia. Our global
Ducatus community is present in
over 180 countries.
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